New Office

It’s a New Day
The work we do has changed and so should our office.

It’s time to create new ideas. Be agile and make things happen faster than ever.
It’s time to find inspiration in every corner and accomplish more than you ever thought possible.
The work we do has changed and so should our office.
And that’s why we’re approaching things in new ways. At Steelcase, we’ve developed new products,
new partners and new technology to create destinations to help you love how you work. With more
choices than ever before, we can help you design great places where people thrive and ideas flourish.

SILQ
SILQ responds to the unique movements of your body. The performance is intuitive. The way you move
is the way it moves. A canvas for personal expression, its expansive range of material combinations
allow you to to express your unique brand vision.

MN_K
MN_K is the perfect solution for the entire workplace—ideal for areas for collaboration, focus, connecting
with colleagues and hosting guests. The modular fresh design responds to the new ways people are
working today.
Umami

Viccarbe Davos Bench

Viccarbe Wrapp Chair

Umami Lounge Seating
Umami seating, tables and screens offer an endless variety of configurations, sizes and materials
options. Its flexible, modern design can be used to create spaces that are unique to organizations and
the people who work there.
Viccarbe Davos Bench
Elegantly contemporary, the Davos collection is a natural for social spaces. Configure the lounge with
benches in a lobby, lounge or living room setting.
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Viccarbe Wrapp Chair
The Wrapp chair combines a snug winged back with a generous contoured seat, inclined slightly for
comfort and support. Its clean and elegant design can be used in a variety of settings. The upholstered
seat is available in leather or fabric, with environmentally-friendly trivalent chroming.
B-Free Beam

Lockers Collection

B-Free Beam
New to the product family is the B-Free beam. It encourages a change in posture from sitting to perching
or standing, promoting movement and wellbeing to keep workers engaged.
Lockers Collection
Whether owned by an individual worker, or placed in a nomadic space, the new line of lockers provides
personal storage, privacy and space division. It fosters collaboration with the ability to display
information and help keep team members connected.
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© 1996 - 2022 Steelcase Inc. is a global leader in office furniture, interior architecture and space solutions for offices, hospitals and classrooms. Our furniture is
inspired by innovative research in workspace design.
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